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Reporting Dashboard Released for TrakQuip™ and RTMS 

 
New reporting tool streamlines report creation 

 
Baton Rouge, LA – January 10, 2008 – Corporate Services LLC, developers of TrakQuip™ and RTMS, the 
premier equipment and rental software applications, is pleased to announce the availability of the Reporting 
Dashboard module. The Reporting Dashboard will simplify report writing for users giving them access to data in a 
format they desire.  
 
The Reporting Dashboard is written using Microsoft’s .NET Framework, thus offering the latest and most 
sophisticated technology available. Menu options are simple to understand and security permissions are easy to 
administer. Another component of the Reporting Dashboard is the View Catalog. Views of all the data tables are 
documented using plain text. This allows users to quickly and easily identify the right data table that contains the 
information they need. 
  
“Our systems house a tremendous amount of data for our clients. When businesses have access to information in 
a format that is meaningful they are able to make better, timelier decisions, which can have a profound impact on 
their business,” said Michael Saint, Corporate Service’s Chief Technology Officer. “While simple to use, the 
Reporting Dashboard is quite sophisticated. Users can embed code for complex calculations and analysis. 
Additionally, if a user is comfortable with a different report writer, such as Crystal Reports, they can write the 
report in Crystal and register it within the Reporting Dashboard to be run alongside all other reports.” 
 
Alicia Roman, manager of California-based Granite Construction Supply and TrakQuip™ client, is pleased about 
the release of the Reporting Dashboard to generate custom reports. “This is a great tool that has the potential to 
minimize our report development costs while giving us the flexibility to write our own reports,” said Alicia.  
  
The Reporting Dashboard, along with the View Catalog, is available at no charge to all clients on a current 
software maintenance plan. Corporate Services also offers a two-day training class on the Reporting Dashboard.  
 
About Corporate Services, LLC 
Since 1993 Corporate Services, LLC has provided premier equipment and rental software applications. First and 
foremost a service company, Corporate Service’s applications – TrakQuip™ and RTMS Oilfield Rental Tool 
Management Software – are completely modifiable to a business’ operational needs and integrate seamlessly with 
leading accounting packages. For more information, please visit www.corpservice.com.   
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